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APRIL 2020 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Please click above for a possible, and very important explanation

Dear friend, what can I say... we are in unprecedented, historical times of epic
proportions, blended with confusion and uncertainty. The world has come to a
near standstill, a global lockdown. Good or bad, only the future will tell. Personally
I have now been in quarantine for some 17 days here in Spain. A very strange
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and unreal experience, to say the least.

Something very important to become aware of is that on October 18th there was
a simulation of a coronavirus pandemic (as mentioned in last month's newsletter).
It took place in New York and was called Event 2O1. That simulation was
integrated by a whole series of people from mainly private financial institutions,
corporate execs, foundations, Big Pharma, CIA, there was a representative from
the CDC but there were no health officials on behalf of national governments or
the WHO. It was essentially a simulation which included quite a number of things,
including the collapse of stock markets, the extension of the virus to something
like 65 million people.

Event 201, where everything we now experience, was practiced 

Now, what I am suggesting, is that essentially the very same people involved in the
simulation are also involved in the actual management of the pandemic once it went
live. In addition, I have been informed that some UK-doctors have been gagged from
speaking out – with some claiming managers have threatened their careers. Please tell
me, what are the odds...? So I believe there are some of the individuals and
organizations we should really be investigating. I am at a point where I see the
real virus is Fear, and the Cure is the Truth. We have come to a crossroad, where
Fiction and Lies controlled by absolute psychopaths are on one side, and Truth,
Compassion, Transparency and Courage stand on the other. Which side do You
chose?

Here are a few examples of completely empty hospitals around the world: 

* Empty hospital in New York
* Empty hospital in Berlin, Germany
* Empty hospital in Bologna, Italy
* Empty hospitals in Spain
* Empty hospital Canada, the USA, etc
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* Empty hospital in England
* How 'they' might have manipulated the death numbers

Many have approached local hospitals and found them - empty...

Independent sources give a totally different number of European deaths

They claim there is absolute NO MORE DEATHS than usual...

Covid-19 is officially an attack on humanity. But did you know that EVERYONE can
test POSTIVE for Covid-19, assuming they have an immune system. What they’re
calling a test is not a test – it’s a scarlet letter. The coronavirus is according to
some doctors the body’s own exosomes, secreted by the cells under numerous
conditions. Click below to hear Duke-trained Doctor Andrew Kaufman explain it all
in a concise presentation. 
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Click above to hear some doctors discuss a different conclusion

It now turns out the official virus tests are totally misleading...

The World Economic Forum admits: 'We are now testing in real life'
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Anyone 'in the know' can make an absolute fortune on this misery

I have been very confused regarding the way things are unfolding so very
differently in Sweden than in other nations. The country is well known to have
been used as a test-site for many of the Elite's planned manoeuvres. So now
Stockholm has shut high schools and universities, but much of society is
continuing as usual, weeks after its neighbours in Denmark and Norway went into
lockdown. People are living like normal, happily walking the parks and streets,
even though the rest of the world is experiencing a global crisis. 

Sweden has always been extreme aware of security and protection, so what
might be going on? Our friend Johnny Cash believes that there is a hidden plan,
and that official statements will soon be made Internationally, pointing towards
Sweden, asking how come there are fewer cases of deaths there. Sweden Is NOT
using authoritarian controls & economic shutdowns to fight the pandemic. So
what is the secret? 

The answer might then be delivered through main stream media: Because of the
nation being almost Cash-less, thus avoiding to spread the virus via the cash
notes. This can then be used as yet another big push for other countries to follow
into this digital New World Order-trap.
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TOM HANKS' & MADONNA'S WEIRD BEHAVIOR

What's really going on behind the scenes right now, is very difficult to say. In last
month's newsletter I was pointing out Madonna's satanic performance at the
Eurovision Song Contest 2019, in Tel Aviv, Israel (interesting location). It was
seen by no less than 182 million viewers, so the negative impact of such a sinister
freemasonic ritual cannot be underestimated... But was all the possible
connections with the following Corona-pandemic just a coincidence, or was there
a darker agenda behind these events, connecting the dots?

The Corona virus - and the logo of the Eurovision Song Contest... 



Please compare the images (1. Eurovision). Am I the only one...

...who sees the similarities? (2. 'Satan's Throne' in the Vatican)



The cover of her latest album 'Madame X': A Corona typewriter...

She and Hanks both tweeted about their 'Coronas' on the same day

Please notice th

The pandemic virus simulation Event 201 - or Event 21 (Agenda 21)?

Please click on the image to learn about Agenda 21 & Agenda 2030
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As mentioned in earlier newsletters, Tom Hanks' tweets are weeeirddd. Here are
some of the latest ones, so often abandoned shoes and strange kid items...

So many high-profile cases of Corona infected celebrities, as well as top level
politicians and major CEOs stepping down. Confusing times... But there are also a
lot of rumours about mass-arrests of pedophile-networks and many of the so
called Elite, as well as a planned reset of the Global Economy. Fingers and toes
crossed that this will be our not so distant future :-).



A bizarre Oprah-tweet during Pizzagate: 'I am not allowed to talk'

Tom's son Chet interviewed live about his Corona-sick parents...

NOW HERE ARE SOME REAL FAKE NEWS



Scary mass-coffin image used to claim 627 new deaths in Italy...

...but here is the exact same image, from a disaster back in 2013



An official video in MSM, claimed to be both from Italy - and the US

ADDITIONAL SHOWS DURING LOCK DOWN

An International Corona Lock Down-panel on The Age Of Truth TV
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Kim and i have also started our own Daily Quarantine Sofa Talks

HEAL WITH LOVE
Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better. 
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her talk
'Relationships - Forgiveness & Compassion'. For more information, please visit
http://www.sisproject.org.
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